Final camera ready submission instructions
Follow the steps (steps 1-4) carefully for the final Camera Ready copy (CRC) submission.
The deadline for the CRC and completed registration submission: 17th June 2017.
Step 1:
Please go through the review comments given along with the acceptance notification mail
and prepare your camera ready versions by incorporating their suggestions. Make sure that
all language errors are fixed. Proofread your paper a couple of times before submitting.
Step 2:
Paper Formatting & Template:
Elsevier Procedia CS requires MS Word files in addition to the PDF version of your paper in
the final camera ready submission. While preparing the camera ready paper, use only the
template specifically created for ICACC2017 conference, which is given below:
Elsevier ICACC2017 template: http://acc-rajagiri.org/acc2017/Callforpaper.asp
Authors must use this template for submitting their papers while strictly following the
guidelines
provided
here
http://www.elsevier.com/journals/procedia-computerscience/1877-0509/guide-for-authors. All guidelines and documents pertaining to the
submission process can be found in the webpage as below
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/procedia-computer-science.
Please ensure that all the figures are of 300 DPI resolutions
For Latex users:
Latex users need not submit an MS word file. Instead, they need to include the source files in
a folder and include this folder in the camera ready zip file.
Copyright:
Elsevier has now automated the exclusive license transfer process. The copyright form will be
directly sent to the Authors by Elsevier during production. The Publisher shall not include a
paper in the Procedia unless authors submit a signed Procedia license agreement directly to
Elsevier.
Author Information:
A document containing (1 page) a list of all authors with complete address details of each
author is to be provided for each paper. Details needed are Paper id, Paper Title, Author full

names, telephone numbers, business/institution postal mailing addresses, including postal
zip codes, Country and email addresses. This will be sent to Elsevier.
Page Limit:
Maximum size limit of a paper submitted in ICACC 2017 is 8 pages in single column Procedia
CS style. Papers exceeding 8 pages should pay extra page charge as per the rates given in the
Registration page. http://acc-rajagiri.org/acc2017/registration.asp

Step 3: Pay the author registration fee and complete the registration form available at
http://acc-rajagiri.org/acc2017/registration.asp

Step 4:
Where to send?
Email to: icaccrset@rajagiritech.edu.in
Subject line of the mail: CRC-ICACC_paper_X
%( Where X is your Paper ID) %
What to send?
Email Attachment: ICACC_PaperID.zip and ICACC_ PaperID_regform.docx
Submit the single Zip file named as ICACCC_PaperID.zip with the following contents: (Paper
ID is the submission number you received when you submitted your paper via EasyChair)
1. for MS word users
Folder which will have the following files



your final camera ready paper (both PDF and MS word versions),
Author Information (1page),

2. Latex users
Folder which will have the following




Zip your source files
your final camera ready paper (PDF version),
Author Information (1page)

Use the same file naming style as the zip file. For example if your easychair paper id
is 107, please name the files as ICACC_107.docx, ICACC_latex_107.zip,
ICACC_107.pdf, ICACC_107_authorinfo.docx, ICACC_107_regform.docx.

Note:
Please do not use author titles (Dr. Asst. Prof. Associate prof., prof etc.) in front of names and
also avoid using positions (Professor, Lecturer, student, Scholar etc.).
Also carefully proofread and check the layout of your paper.
Best regards,
Technical Program Chairs
ICACC 2017

